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INTRODUCTION

In 1946, geological mapping of Michaud township, District of 
Cochrane, was completed by the writer and assistants. The field-mapping 
was carried out on a scale of 1,000 feet to l inch, the results of which are 
shown on a preliminary outcrop map, on the scale of half a mile to one inch, 
accompanying this report. The writer acknowledges with thanks the friendly 
co-operation of the mining companies operating in the township and their 
permission to show the geology of drill-holes on the map.

ACCESS

The township may be reached by the Munro road, which extends 
east from Matheson on the Ontario Northland railway into Garrison township. 
A new gravel highway to replace the old road was under construction in the 
autumn of 1946. As much of Michaud township is underlain by sand, many 
branch roads lead off from the Munro road and are suitable for car travel in 
the summer season.

Most of the township was burnt in the Matheson fire of 1916, parts 
being swept clean. In the ensuing thirty years parts of the township have only 
been sparsely reforested, and extensive areas of jackpine park are present 
in the northern half of the township. Owing to this fire, many of the concession 
and lot lines were destroyed; some of these have been recut by prospectors 
or mining companies. Few of the original posts can be found.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The underlying bed rock of Michaud township is all of Precambrian 
age. Although several townships 1 adjoining Michaud township to the west have 
been mapped, no useful data for correlation have been obtained.

As in the previous years' mapping in this eastern extension of the 
Porcupine belt no trustworthy data were obtained as to the relative ages of 
volcanics and sediments; hence the terms Keewatin and Timiskaming will be

l J. Satterly, "Preliminary Report on Part of the Beatty-Munro Area, District 
of Cochrane," Ont. Dept. Mines (field work of 1944).

H. S. Armstrong, "Preliminary Report on Part of Beatty Township, District 
of Cochrane,," Ont. Dept. Mines, Prelim. Rept, 1946-1, Feb. 13, 1946.•r- 

*'iV. K. Prest, "Preliminary Report on the Geology of Carr Township Area, 
District of Cochrane," Ont. Dept. Mines, Prelim. Rept. 1946-2, Feb. 9, 1946.

V. K. Prest, "Preliminary Report on the Geology of Guibord Township, Dist 
rict of Cochrane," Ont. Dept. Mines (in preparation).



omitted from the table of formations. In Michaud township several areas of 
rock, each having distinct structural and petrographical characteristics, were 
mapped. Owing to the extensive drift deposits, the rocks in these isolated 
areas cannot be correlated at the present time. Until additional townships 
have been mapped, no attempt will be made to set up a classification for the 
whole area such as that proposed by W. C. Martin^.

A tentative arrangement of the formations mapped is given in the 
following table: -

Table of Formations 

CENOZOIC

Recent:
Sand (blown), peat.

Pleistocene:
Boulder clay; sand, gravel, boulders.

Great unconformity 

PRECAMBRIAN

Intrusives:
Quartz diabase.
Syenite, syenodiorite, granodiorite, feldspar porphyry, quartz- 
feldspar porphyry, felsite, lamprophyre. 
Diabase.

Intrusive contacts

Volcanics:
Rhyolite, spherulitic rhyolite.
Basalt: pillow lava, diabasic lava, spherulitic lava, fragmental
lava; tuff and chert.

Sediments:
Arkose.

SEDIMENTS

Exposures of sediments are confined to a few small outcrops in lot 
12, concession I. These consist of arkose, much of it heavily carbonated and 
sheared. These outcrops represent the most easterly exposures of a belt 
mapped by V. K. Prest in Guibord township. Drilling in the eastern part of 
Michaud township just west of Halfway lake has indicated the presence of 
sediments. These may represent the eastern extension of this belt. The area 
that the belt underlies is mainly covered by swamp.

VOLCANICS

Volcanics were mapped in two major areas and a number of isolated 
smaller ones. The two major areas are in the southern part of the township 
in concession I, lots l to 9, and in the northeast corner in concession VI, lots 
l to 6. The rock types in these two areas are not the same, and their structural 
attitude is also different. In the southern part the lavas consist of a monotonous 
series of red-weathering, massive, and pillowed flows, with interbeds of chert 
and tuff, and narrow sills of basic intrusives either contemporaneous with the 
flows or later in age. These rocks are named Upper Redstone series by Martin.

2 W. C. Martin, Map of the Porcupine Belt, presented at a meeting of the 
Prospectors and Developers Association, March 9, 1946.



The rocks in the northeast corner of the township are pillow lavas 
with flow breccia tops. Massive flows are not so abundant as in the south. 
The flows are grey, green, or purple in colour, and some are red-weathering. 
They are lithologically similar to those in the central part of Munro township 
or the northeastern part of Beatty. This belt of flows is named Croesus 
volcanics by Martin.

In the northwest quarter of Michaud township widely scattered out 
crops of acid and basic volcanics were mapped. The acid lavas are mainly 
grey-weathering, dark-green, spherulitic rhyolite. The basic lavas are 
amphibolitized, massive to pillowed basalt. These lavas are green in colour 
and similar to those near the Croesus mine in Munro township. The amphibol 
itization is probably due to the numerous bodies of acid intrusives indicated 
by scattered outcrops in this area.

INTRUSIVES

A wide range of intrusive rocks are found in Michaud township. 
These fall into three mappable units: (1) older basic intrusives, (2) acid 
intrusives, (3) younger basic intrusives.

The older basic intrusives are diabase. As the occurrences are 
mainly isolated outcrops, age relationships usually are not determinable. 
In lot 7, concession VI, an outcrop of older basic intrusive is cut by a north- 
south diabase dike. No peridotite or serpentine was found associated with 
the diabase as in the townships to the west.

A chain of outcrops of diabase extending west from lot l, concess 
ion V, to lot 7, concession VI, may represent a sill such as that mapped southr 
west of Barton creek in Munro township and may possibly be at the same 
horizon.

Quartz diabase is found at a number of horizons in the lava series 
in the northeast corner, but more abundantly in the southeast quarter of 
Michaud township. This diabase may be either of extrusive or intrusive 
origin. At only one locality in the flow series was a diabase found to intrude 
and stope an interflow chert bed. Elsewhere the diabase occurs as interbands, 
which may be either flows or later intrusives.

The acid intrusives show a wide range of composition and consist 
of both plutonic and hypabyssal types. The rocks range from syenite to 
granodiorite (or even alaskite) and are extremely variable in composition 
over short distances.

The occurrences are in a few widely scattered outcrops, and most 
of the information on distribution Jias been obtained from drill-cores. 
Present known distribution coupled with such information as is available 
on the structure in the adjoining volcanics indicates that there is a large 
elongated mass of acid intrusive through the centre of the township and a 
tongue from the west projecting into the northwest quarter.

The alteration within the acid intrusives is quite marked and may 
be of some economic significance. All gradations are found from slightly 
altered to extremely altered types. This alteration is indicated by a salmon 
or brick-red colour, which shows up first in cracks in the feldspars and 
finally prevades the whole rock. Thin-section study of 25 typical specimens 
shows that this alteration is perthitization. The intensity of perthitization 
is controlled by the degree of fracturing and is best seen in drill-cores. 
Thin-section study indicates that the original rocks are soda-rich intrusives 
with albite feldspar. Perthitization results in the gradual replacement of 
the albite by microcline-microperthite, and all stages of change were noted 
in the thin sections. The end members show little or no. albite, or albite 
that is obviously fresher and later than the original, and may be a by 
product of the reaction as this process also results in a breackdown of the 
ferromagnesian mineral or minerals and a decrease in their content, the 
rocks become lighter and redder. This fracturing and perthitization is 
accompanied by sulphide mineralization (mainly pyrite) and injection of



quartz stringers. Gold values have been found in some of these fractured 
and perthitized rocks, but not in all cases. Further work is needed to show 
whether perthitization can be relied upon as an indicator of gold values. 
Possibly it is just the first stage in a series of processes leading up to gold 
deposition.

The younger basic intrusives are dikes of quartz diabase. These 
fall into two groups: (1) those striking north or nearly so, and (2) those 
trending approximately No60oE. The relative ages of these groups are not 
known. In Michaud township they are litholigi cally alike.

The Precambrian rocks are covered by a thick mantle of Plei 
stocene sand, gravel, boulders, and boulder clay. Owing to the fire of 
1916, some areas of sand are wind-blown. Drilling has shown depths of 
drift up to 250 feet (vertical), and in the north half of the township the 
depth of sand ranges from 80 to 250 feet, the average being about 150 
feet. Quicksand has added to the difficulties of drilling, and it has been 
necessary to use mud process in order to seal off the drill-holes.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Owing to the extensive drift and swamp areas in the township, 
only a very sketchy impression of the structure is possible until work in 
adjoining townships is completed. The work in the townships to the west 
has indicated the presence of certain structures, some of which may be 
expected to continue east into Michaud township.

No very definite structural data were found in the few outcrops of 
sediments mapped. A number of top determinations, however, were made 
in the volcanics by the shape and packing of pillows, flow breccia contacts, 
amygdaloidal tops, and grain gradation in interflow sediments. Nearly 50 
of the top determinations were made on pillows.

From the data obtained it is apparent that a triangular block of 
lavas in the northeast corner of Michaud township strikes N.70OW. and 
faces north to northeast. In the southeastern part of the township a lith- 
ologically different series of flows strikes N.65O to 85OE. and faces south. 
The meagre data on the sediments show that they also face south. These 
two opposing structural blocks would suggest that the major structure is 
anticlinal. As the two series of flows are so lithologically distinct, however, 
they may be separated from one another by a major east-west strike fault. 
This strike fault is regarded by some observers to be the extension of the 
Porcupine fault. Further work will be required to prove this.

Elsewhere in the township other minor structures are indicated. 
Thus, in the centre of the township just south of the Porcupine fault, one 
determination in the lavas indicates a strike of N.20 OW., with tops to the 
southwest. In the northwest quarter, the lavas face north but have a 
variable strike owing to the presence of the acid intrusive masses.

FOLDING

The sediments and lavas have been highly folded and faulted. The 
present attitude of these rocks is steeply inclined to vertical, most dips 
being between 80 and 90 degrees, although some as low as 60 degrees were 
observed. The major structure is a faulted anticline, described above.

FAULTJN-G

Little evidence of faulting was found in surface rock exposures. 
Much of the evidence is topographical and is based on lineal structures, 
creeks, scarps, outcrop areas, etc. In places the apparent offsetting of 
diabase dikes appears to indicate faulting. Most of the large faults have 
been found by diamond drilling.

Work in adjoining townships to the west has shown that two main



types of faulting are present. The largest are major strike faults, along some 
of which carbonate may occur. The second type are cross-faults which offset 
the strike faults and rock formations.

STRIKE FAULTS

Drilling has revealed the presence of a number of strike fractures 
and faults in the township. At the present time so little date are available 
that the extension of named faults into the township is largely conjectural.

On the Moneta option in lots 3 and 4, concession III, drilling has 
indicated a main zone of quartz-carbonate from 300 to 400 feet wide, striking 
N.70OE. and dipping 70 O (?)N. This same zone was found by Broulan, by 
drilling, to dip 73 ON. on lot 12, concession III, Garrison township. Grey 
talc-carbonate zones are also present. These zones mark a major zone of 
faulting and shearing. Whether this is the Porcupine fault or a subsidiary 
parallel fault is not known.

What is considered to be the Porcupine fault on the Marchaud ground 
was encountered in a vertical hole in the northern part of lot 7, concession II. 
This hole, after passing through syenodiorite and lava, entered a breccia zone 
at 372 feet and continued in it to the end of the hole at 497 feet. This part of 
the hole consists mainly of a breccia, but includes some solid sections. The 
breccia contains rounded to angular fragments with a maximum width of 2 
inches consisting mostly of basic lava, with some syenodiorite, in a "ground- 
up" chloritic matrix. Parts of the core are a rusty reddish-brown colour due 
to oxidationC?).

On the Marchaud claims the drilling done just north of Ludgate 
lake indicates a zone of faults and fractures. These strike about east and 
west and may parallel the Porcupine fault.

The possible extension of the Munro (Martin) or Barton Creek 
(Satterly) fault is believed to have been found in a drill-hole to the north 
at the east end of McCulloch lake in lot 7, concession V.

One other strike fault or shear zone may be mentioned. The 
triangular area of lavas in the northeast quarter strikes N.70OW. Near 
the south boundary of this area the lavas are somewhat sheared in a 
direction N.70OW. and dip vertically. It is thought this shearing indicates 
that the area is bounded by a strike fault.

Geophysical work has been performed by several companies 
on different groups of claims. These surveys have mapped various faults 
and contacts. They are not shown on the accompanying map.

GSQSSrJLAIILTS

Owing to the lack of horizon markers and scattered outcrop 
areas, little direct evidence of cross-faulting was found. In Beatty and 
Munro townships it was found that blocks of outcrops were often bounded 
by cross-faults, which are marked by lineal structures. The occurrence 
of isolated blocks of outcrops, straight creeks, and scarps in Michaud 
township suggests that besides the few known cross-faults a great many 
others are present. Many of these are shown on the map with question- 
marks against them.

As mentioned previously there is a block of lavas in the north 
east quarter. Between Tanager creek and the east boundary of the town 
ship the lavas strike N.20OW. and face east. To the west of the river the 
general strike is N.70OW.,, and tops are north. The river, therefore, 
marks the position of a pronounced flexure or fault striking N.20OE. 
Another assumed fault at N.20OE. has been shown in the valley in lot 
3, concession VI.

In lots 5 and 6, concession I, faults at N.65 O , 80O , and 850E. 
are suggested by offsets of a pair of diabase dikes.

•"T" 1



Numerous scarps and outcrop shapes or areas in lots l to 6, 
concession I, may indicate fractures or faults at N.30OW., etc. Lack 
of marker horizons and the occurrence of outcrops in green bush in 
these lots minimize the possibilities of finding evidence of faulting.

In the northwest quarter scattered small outcrops of 
spherulitic rhyolite are found to the north of outcrops of spherulitic 
basalt in lots 9 and 10, along the line between concessions IV and V. 
The spherulitic rhyolite is assumed to be a single horizon, perhaps to 
be correlated with a band mapped in Munro and Beatty townships. 
Using the prevailing strike in pillowed basalt north of this band as a 
guide, it is apparent that the spherulitic rhyolite must be faulted if 
it is a single horizon. A series of assumed left-handed faults at 
N.40OE. on the map present a possible interpretation of the structure.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 

Gold

The association of gold occurrences with fracture and fault 
zones 'adjacent to major faults in Northern Ontario has led to a wide 
spread search and exploration of such structures. The assumption 
that the Porcupine fault extends east to and beyond the Quebec boundary 
has resulted in extensive staking of ground adjacent to the assumed 
location of the fault. This fault is projected through the centre of 
Michaud township. Thus, by the spring of 1946 large blocks of claims 
had been staked for 2 miles on either side of the fault, and by the end 
of the year not only had the whole township been staked, but staking 
extended into the townships to the north and south.

In 1946, the Anglo-Huronian, Hoyle, (Dunmar, Marchaud) 
Moneta, Transaurum, and Wright-Hargreaves companies carried 
out diamond-drill campaigns on their properties with the object of 
determining geology and structure and of locating economically 
valuable gold deposits. The results in some cases have been encourag 
ing, and drilling is continuing.

February, 1947.
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